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Stocks bled white: Market cap 
shrinks Tk26,154cr, DSEX loses 416 
points this year 
 Niaz Mahmud 

  Published at 10:30 pm January 14th, 2020 

 
File photo of Dhaka Stock Exchange Limited Mehedi Hasan/Dhaka Tribune 
 

'It is not the case with a single company; all companies in the 

market are having their share prices going from bad to worse' 

Defying all government efforts to infuse fresh blood into the dying stock 

market, share prices at the Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE) have continued their 

headlong dive, pushing the investors to their limits.  

In the last 10 trading sessions in the new year, the market lost Tk26,154cr or 

7.7% capitalization in continuation of the last year's Tk51,732 crore or 12.33% 

market cap loss.  

The key index, DSEX, of Dhaka bourse lost 416 points in the sessions. 

https://www.dhakatribune.com/author/Niaz%20Mahmud
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“In April last year, I bought share of Brac Bank at Tk80.20 each, which came 

down to Tk47.60 yesterday,” Asif Islam, a stock investor, who lost 40.64% of 

his invested money, described his woes to Dhaka Tribune. 

"It is not the case with a single company; all companies in the market are 

having their share prices going from bad to worse," he lamented, eyes in 

tears.   

His frustration grows even more when he thinks that all government steps have 

failed to bring stability to the wobbly stock market.    

Government steps to prop up stocks  

A string of policy interventions and regulatory measures aimed at salvaging the 

moribund stock market failed to fix the capital market.  

The stock market regulator, the Bangladesh Securit ies and Exchange 

Commission (BSEC), in July amended a number of security rules on capital 

raising through initial public offerings (IPOs) and quota facility for the general 

investors, targeting to revive the market. 

 

The commission in the same month also increased the existing one-year lock-

in provision for the placement shareholders to a two-year period to boost the 
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normal business activities of the capital market and lessen the unfair influence 

of private placement holders. 

The stock market regulator also issued a directive to bourses to put 50% circuit 

breaker on share prices of newly listed companies for the opening two days to 

prevent their abnormal price movement. 

IPO quota facility for the general investors was raised to 50% from existing 

40% under the fixed price method while under the book building method it was 

raised to 40% from 30% to build confidence in the market.  

The BSEC decided to allow non-listed firms, bonds and debentures for trading 

their shares under a new platform called Alternative Trading Board (ATB) and 

Investment Sukuk Rules, 2019. 

In 2019, Bangladesh Bank eased advance-deposit ratio (ADR) of banks by 1-

1.50 percentage point apparently to increase cash flow of banks to kick start 

gloomy investment scenario for both real economy and stock business.  

in the same year, the central bank announced in a circular that fresh liquidity 

support would be given to banks to raise their respective portfolios in the 

capital market up to the regulatory limit directly or through subsidiaries.  

In the period, the DSE and Shenzhen Stock Exchange (SZSE) jointly launched 

cross-border match-making platform called V-Next, a one-stop pitching 

mechanism among qualified investors, intermediaries and start -ups to promote 

the Small and Medium Enterprise Board. Beside, DSE has lunched SME 

platform. 

The current finance bill FY2019-20 fiscal year made a 10% tax on the excess 

reserve of a publicly traded company exceeding 70% of its paid-up capital 

mandatory. 

But, nothing worked to restore the health of the ailing market.   

“Liquidity crisis is one of the major reasons for the stock market's free fall. As a 

result, steps taken so far have not become effective,” Professor Mizanur 

Rahman of the Department of Accounting and Information Systems at Dhaka 

University told Dhaka Tribune.  
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He puts emphasis on restoring stability in the financial sector to make fresh 

fund available, otherwise the trading floor will not get momentum.  

On top of that, investors want to see a manipulation-free stock market, where 

they can trade without fear.       

“Publicly traded companies are giving fabricated financial statements, while the 

manipulator are gaining from the rumor-based trading,” said Shariful Islam, a 

retail investor. 

Market on Tuesday  

The country’s prime bourse yesterday passed another horrible day, losing 

87.24 points or 2.11% of market value. 

Broad index of Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE), DSEX closed at 4036.23 points 

while broad index of the port city’s bourse, Chittagong Stock Exchange (CSE), 

CASPI shed 270 points to close at 12,300 points. 

It was the lowest level of the DSEX, in 56 months since May, 2015, when the 

index was 4,014. 

Protest against the continued fall  

In protest against the continued fall in stock prices, small investors 

demonstrated in front of the Dhaka Stock Exchange old building at Motijheel in 

the capital after the day's trading closed at 2:30pm on Tuesday.  

Hanif Bepari, an investor in the protest, said the current commission failed to 

implement the rules and regulations the BSEC formulated to establish 

accountability in the market. 

Yesterday, trading activities remained poor as most of the investors were 

unwilling to inject fresh funds into the ongoing bearish trend of the market.  

The daily turnover at DSE stood at Tk263 crore, down by 8.4% or Tk24 crore 

compared to Tk287 crore in the previous session. 

On the day, among the traded issues, 32 gained, 293 declined and 30 

remained unchanged during the session in Dhaka Stock Exchange while 21 
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gained, 203 declined and 20 remained unchanged in Chittagong Stock 

Exchange. 

DSE Shariah based index DSES declined 2.47% to end at 907 points, while 

blue-chip index, DS30 went down by 1.88% to close at 1,361.6 points. 

Investors were in a rush on the day for selling their shares to avoid further 

losses, market insiders said. 

Stock market analysts and brokers largely blame investors’ shaky confidence, 

liquidity crisis, poor performance of companies, fal ling macroeconomic 

indicators and sell-offs by foreign investors for the free fall.  

In addition, Grameephone tussle with the telecommunication regulator and fear 

over distressed earnings once the single digit lending rate would take effect in 

April gave the investors a gloomy picture, said the stock broker.  

Liquidity crisis, aggressive bank borrowing by government, declining 

outstanding foreign portfolio investment, sluggish earning growth and poor 

payout ratio of listed companies, deepened the tension of investors. 
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Investors demonstrate as stocks 
continue to plunge 
 Niaz Mahmud 

  Published at 05:19 pm January 14th, 2020 

 
Investors demonstrate in front of Dhaka Stock Exchange on Tuesday, January 14, 

2020 Dhaka Tribune 
 

Broad index of Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE), DSEX closed at 

4036.23 points on Tuesday 

Bangladesh's prime bourse has passed another torrid day with substantial 

selling pressure, losing 87.24 points or 2.11% of market value.  

Broad index of Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE), DSEX closed at 4036.23 points 

on Tuesday while broad index of the port city's bourse, Chittagong Stock 

Exchange (CSE), CASPI declined 270 points to close at 12,300 points.  

It was the lowest level of the DSEX, in 56 months since May 2015, when the 

index was 4,014. 

https://www.dhakatribune.com/author/Niaz%20Mahmud
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After the trading closed at 2:30pm, small investors held a protest program in 

front of the Dhaka Stock Exchange old building at Motijheel in the capital.  

Turnover in the Dhaka Stock Exchange, however, stood at Tk263 crore during 

the session, which was Tk287 crore in the previous session.   

Investors were in a rush on the day for selling their shares to avoid further 

losses, market insiders said. 

The trend of sell-off intensified while the capital market traders' tension 

increased over the banks' profitability amid the government move for bringing 

down the lending rates to single digits, analysts said. 

They also observed that few other factors including liquidity crisis, aggressive 

bank borrowing by government, declining outstanding foreign portfolio 

investment, sluggish earning growth, and poor payout ratio of listed 

companies, deepened the tension of investors. 

Besides, tussle between mobile phone operator Grameenphone (GP) and 

telecom regulator Bangladesh Telecommunication Regulatory Commission 

(BTRC), and post-dividend free fall price adjustment of large-cap companies 

hurt the market. 

The engineering sector contributed 13.5% of the total turnover while 

pharmaceuticals, textile and banking sectors contributed 12%, 10.1% and 

8.8% respectively, showed the daily market analysis of UCB Capital 

Management Limited. 

Among the traded issues, 32 gained, 293 declined and 30 remained 

unchanged during the session in Dhaka Stock Exchange while 21 gained, 203 

declined and 20 remained unchanged in Chittagong Stock Exchange. 

LafargeHolcim Bangladesh Ltd secured the leadership position on the top 

turnover chart with a turnover of Tk18.6 crore with its share price closing at 

Tk40.2 per share. Phoenix Finance 1st Mutual Fund secured the highest gain 

of 6% during the session. SS Steel Ltd turned out the worst loser with its price 

declining by 9.9%. 
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 The Business Standard 
15 January 2020 

One percent falls in stock market everyday  

Even, in the first two weeks this is already the worst January after 2012 

 
File Photo: Pixabay 

The street seems flooded with blood of the bulls. Their war against sell pressure 

looks too helpless.  

Until the fresh round of downturn in the new year, they had believed that the 

growing economy and its drivers would not allow the devastation further.  

But the reality is, following a 13.8 percent fall in 2018 and 17.3 percent fall in 

2019 the key benchmark at the Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE) has lost 9.4 percent 

within the first 10 working days of January.  

A scary average one percent falls every day.  

On Tuesday, DSEX, the broad-based index at the capital city bourse, lost another 

88 points or 2.1 percent.  

The intraday fall at a certain point crossed 100 points and later closed at 4,036, 

which was near 6,000 mark a year ago.  

The surprise, frustration and angers  

 "We were neither too optimistic about the situation 2020, nor that cautious about 

the pace and sharpness of fall. It is insane, and heartbreaking. We are destroyed 

financially," Mashuk Ahmed (58), a stock investor expressed his frustration on the 

trading floor.  
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"Seems the market and the economic system has no drivers or guardians who 

might come up to save the market." he added. 

Even, in the first two weeks this is already the worst January after 2012.  

Over Tk one lakh crore of market capitalisation eroded from the DSE in less than 

one year and the hardest hit is taken by everybody engaged with the stock market.  

"I am not a speculator, I hold companies with good fundamentals and corporate 

governance. I am losing a large portion of my savings, it is an unusual scenario, " 

claimed Mashuk, the financially literate investor. 

A top investment banker expressed his anger about the securities regulator as they 

are forcing his team not to sell stocks.  

They might try to help reduce the sell pressure in the market applying a non-

market technique. But the reality is it did not help.  

"The regulatory officials rather committed an injustice with my clients who could 

save a portion of their portfolio if they were allowed to sell.  

Foreigners are still selling stocks, regardless fundamentals, why not locals?" 

The "who is responsible?" debate    

A debate is getting louder on, "which is contributing more to the sharpest market 

fall after 2012 -- stock market's own problems that everybody has been discussing 

for years, or the wider economic outlook especially the money market and banking 

sector?"  

Whatever the answer is, investors are witnessing dooms days every day.  

Faruq Ahmad Siddiqui, former chairman of the Securities and Exchange 

Commission (SEC) thinks the stock market fall is a consequence of both the 

discussed issues.  

The market is suffering from governance issues within capital market and the fall 

is also a consequence of money market and banking sector problems. 

"Stock market lacks the governance within, and the banking sector too."  

Shibli Rubayat Ul Islam, a professor of Banking and finance at the University of 

Dhaka told the Business Standard that the main problem is with money market 

liquidity management and the ongoing move to limit interest rate is going to be 

imposed at a time when banking sector is already struggling with so many 

problems like mounting up non performing loans, and a poor governance.  
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The Bangladesh Banks should focus on a better liquidity management, said the 

Dean of the university's faculty of Business Studies.  

If banking sector and the money market issues are resolved, stock market problems 

will not be too tough to solve, he believes.  

Khondkar Ibrahim Khaled, a former deputy governor of Bangladesh Bank and also 

the head of the inquiry committee formed after 2010 stock market crash said, 

stocks are suffering because investors have no confidence on the market and its 

regulators and leaders, the same unwanted people are still acting to run the market.  

Confidence is lost when they see accused people in charge everywhere. Some top 

names in our enquiry finding seems leading a wider part of the financial system 

now.  

He also suggested a complete an immediate overhaul of the BSEC as its leaders 

failed to regulate the market.  

Responses from responsible offices  

The Bangladesh Bank and the Ministry of Finance now seem to give an ear to his 

frustration as the central bank governor has assured Dhaka Chamber leaders of 

accepting the most effective one among the stakeholders' proposals to support 

stock market. 

Ashadul Islam, the Senior Secretary for the Financial Institution Division told the 

representatives of investment bankers on Tuesday that they have verbally ordered 

state owned banks to invest in stocks until regulatory threshold.  

Also the central bank is requested to figure out ways to bring private sector banks 

back to the capital market investing.  

The BSEC has called a meeting with the market intermediaries on Wednesday 

morning.  

Januaries 

Since 2004 

DSE Main Index  change (%) 

2004 -0.7 

2005 -6.5 

2006 -2.0 

2007 12.2 

2008 -3.7 

2009 -5.2 
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2010 18.3 

2011 -9.7 

2012 -21 

2013 0.3 

2014 11.4 

2015 -2.9 

2016 -1.9 

2017 8.6 

2018 -3.3 

2019 8.1 

2020 -9.4 
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